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This game featured excellent graphical quality, with superb animation and a highly detailed game engine. LMA Manager 2001
was set to be the biggest and most expensive game ever. It contains the game engine from the classic Manager and an entirely
new gameplay feature which is called Matchplay. Matchplay was built for home users, as the whole game is playable on one
single screen. The game features regular leagues, as well as the full English and German leagues, as well as the Bundesliga.

Furthermore, a selection of player models, formations and tactics were included. The game featured many professional players
including Jesper Olsen, Danny Blum, David Beckham and many more. A few differences were made in Manager 2001, for

example the name and photograph of players were corrected to fit the standards of FIFA. Also, the number of career
appearances of a player were visible in the Team Manager. Manager 2001 also introduced the Coach System, which allows you

to manage a team by yourself. The entire game has 14 playable leagues including the full English and German leagues, as well as
the Bundesliga. The game features regular leagues, as well as the full English and German leagues, as well as the Bundesliga.

Furthermore, a selection of player models, formations and tactics were included. The Game Engine in LMA Manager 2001 uses
the engine from the classic Manager (which was used in versions 1–6) with only one major difference - this game features

Matchplay, which was never included in the classic Manager. The game engine is described as such:'Manager 2001 includes two
game engines: the old 'classic' manager engine, and a new'matchplay' engine. The classic manager engine, from version 1-6, is re-
written and has been completely rewritten in order to bring it up to date, and at the same time add some new features. First and

foremost, the game engine uses the latest Fifa data in the form of the "Fifa Club World Collection" (aka. the "Fifa Data" or
"Fifa 99 Data"). This allows the engine to match the season in real time. Other features in this game engine are the 'Matchplay'

engine, a brand new feature which is fully customisable. This engine allows you to play a game which simulates a real game,
where all players actually perform their actions, including checking the touchline, the referee touches the ball, and makes goal

line saves. The manager can change any rule of the game in the middle of a game.
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